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OPER,ATORS DET'INED ON OR,DER,ED BANACH SPACES

BY

CONSTANTIN P. NICULESCU

The aim of this note is to give Le,besgue-Radon-Nikodym type theorems for the notionof absolute continuity defined below.

fn [4] we introduced. the following relation between bounded linear
operators u :z +x (here z denotes an ordered Banach space and xa Banach space) and positive functionals p" e Z* :

DnrrxrrroN. u is said to be locally absolutely continuous with res-
pect to p (i.e. u < pr)if for every e>0 and every iez, z)0r there existss 8: 8(e, a) >0 such that:

o q y 1 z, *(u) ( D, implies ll u(y) ll < ..
rt was remarked by Bourbaki [1] that for p and ]. two positive Radon

aleasure$ given on a compaet rlausdortf space s the following statements
are equivalent :

(i) p < ), in the sense of the definition above
(ii) p ( r as measwes defined on t.he Borel o-algebra. 4(s) associat-

ed -to B, i.e., for every e > 0 and every A e o(B) there exists a E :: 8(er A) > 0 such that:

Be6(S), BcA, r(B)<D implies p(B)<E

, 4,*ole,,precise result was obtained in [5] (see also [6] for details)
In".1 lle tollowing operational analogue of the'well knoivn theorem ofrarile-Duntord-schwartz concerning the existence of control measures
is proved: t'Let rs be a compact Haisdorff space an&let x n" a nanach
space. Then an operatoT- T,e g(c(s), x) is vrtakly compact if and onlv if
there exists a -positive Badon rireir,siire i. on S *u""n lnrT i < ;liour results make use of methods irom the theorv of ordbred vector
Bpacesr a key role being n]ayed - 

by ,the tr'reudenthaf theo"em on spec-tral representation in t[e form givdn by yoshida tgt. beAuse the natural
:J1:l "i _?,rot-algebra faits to-have iiiesz deconip'cisiti* p""p-i"tt;-;h;
Jheo-ry developed here cannot be applied in such a situationl oi tne btner
P."l^:q n*nJcommulativo extffsion- tor f,enesgue_naOon_NikoAym
tneorem (see 'rheorem 2.4) is formally identical to the result obtained."by
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sakai [8] in the case of co*-algebras. so, we strongly trelieve that both
these results can be derived from a general rrebesgue-Radon-Nicodym
type theorem.

1. NEVIEW ON ONDDRED VECTOR SPACES

The aim of this section is to recall some basic definitions and re-
sults which rtill be needed.

An ordered Banach space x is a Riesz space if the positive cone is
closed and has the Riesz decomposition property. rt x* d.enotes the to-
pological dual of -X then, as well known, -X* is an order complete Banach
lattice.

A positive element of an order 
'-complete 

Banach lattice Y is said
to be a Freudenthal unit if inf(u, ly D : 0 implies that, E : 0. In this
case each e e Y rvith inf (e, 1r - e): 0 is called a quasi-unit and the ele-
ment-s belonging to the linear hull of all quasi-units are usually called_
simple. The following result is due to Yoshida [9] :

1.1 Tsncnnyt. Let Y be an order o-comptlete Banach lattice with unit.
Then etsny positioeelementot Y is the least upper bounil (l.u.b.) oJ an inereas-
ing sequence of positioe simgfle elements.

Another important property of Y is that each y e y generates a
band projection Pr: Y -> Y rvhose image is

{yf : {z eY; inf ( lzl, lrl):0 for alI n e Y with inf (lrl, lgl) : O}.

A positive functional U* e y* is said to be order o-continuous if
y"+0 (in order) implies E*(ll) -+0. We shall denote by Yf the vector
sublattice of all E* e Y* which are the difference of two order o-continuous
positive functionals.

1.2 PnoposrrroN. Let p € Yo*r F > 0, and let ). e Y*. The following
statements are equivalent :

(a) I e [p],
(b) I< p i.e. for each zeY, z >0 and each e )0 there is a 8:

: 8(er z) > 0 such that:

lyl 4 z, p(ls l) { E implies I i.(y)l < e

(c) I e Yf and in addition :

U )\ *@) :0 imPlies r(Y) : o.

Proot. The equiva,lence (a) €+ (b) was remarked by Bourbaki [1]
eh. 2, Proposition 4. We shall show only that (c) .+ (b). Suppose that the
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contrary is true. Then there exist a ao e Y, zr) 0, a scalar eo ) 0 and. a se-
quence z,el0,aol such tbat, p(2,) <2-n and lIl@") > eo for all nlL.
Put:

z : inf {sup (ax i k } n); n > L\.

Since ). and p are order o-continuous it follows that p(a) : 0 and.
lll(a) )eo.By hypothesis, we have that ),(y):0 for each 0<E<z
and thus:

).1(a) : suP {r(Y); o ( ? ( a} : o.

Ilence lll(a) : 2),',(z) - f(a) :0r which contradicts the fact that e, * 0,
q.e.d.

\\re shall need also the following extension property for positive
functionals :

1.3 PnoposrrroN. Let X be a linear subspace of a Riesz space Y. If
g eY*, g )\ then each,linear functionial, f z X -+ Rsatisfging the inegt'a-
lity:

/(a) < inf {g(y) iUeTt U 2 u,0}

tor all n e X, has an entensiom h e Y* with 0 q Ia g g.
This result is an easy consequence of the llahn-Banach theorem.
We end. this section by discussing a new concept that seems to be

the natural framework for studying the abstract lrebesgue-Rad,on-Niko-
dym type theorems.

1.4 DnrrNrrrox An ord.ered qriasialgebra with unit u ) 0 is a
triplet (&, *, i7 tnat, satisfies the following four conditions :

(QL) ,4 atd i are Riesz spaces and, i contains .il a,s an ordered
vector subspace; _

(Q2) * : d X ,il -->.il is a positive bilinear mapping
(Q3) a * rr : QL t' (r, : a for evety a;
(Q4) d is contained in the band generated by u in d** (i.e., u is

total over /).
A non trivial exemple can be obtained by consiclering a positive

Radon measure, say pr given on a compact space. Then (-tz(p),*,trl(p))
is an ordered quasi-algebra with unit if one considers for *, the point-
wise multiplication.

1.5 DnrrNrtrorv. Given two quasi-algebras with unit, say Q:({r*r.{)
a,nd. Q' : (.il', *', d), ^ morphism from Q into I' is a pair (g,0),
where :

(i) ee9(.{,,il')1
(ii) Q e e1i,,{J,
(iii) Q(a * D) : p(a) *' 9(D) for all a, b e ,il,
(iv) fr(a) :11,'.
According to the above definitio: Q is a sub-quasi-algebra of Q:

;if ./ is an ordered subspace of ,il', ,{ is an ordered subspace of ,il',
u : ul and, a * b : a *' 6 for aTL a, b e,{.
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If ./-is a Banach lattice and also an ordered Sanach algebra with
multipllcative unit _u)\ then every closed sublattice lt ot i gives rise
to a_sub-quasi-algebra .(JE, lz */) provided that u e af, and //c. [rc], the
band being calculated in ,il**.

_ The order properties of a quasi-algebra Q : (d, *, iy canbe improv-
ed by embedding Q into its second dual. Given an a e ,il we can consider
the_ fsllowing two operators Lo, Roe 9(./, "cfj AefineA by L,(z): a,*z
and, R"(z):z*a, 2e.il. Then the mappings a-->L! and, a+-Bf; can
be extended. to ,{*+ as follows :

(Ltfla: n(Rtf)
and

@t:fla : a(LtI)

for all n e d**, I, i*, a e .il. Put:

0 *cU - Lt*@)
and

a *7! : Rt*@)

for all frs U e d**. Then (d**, *0, ;i*'r! and (d**, *t, d4*) both satisfy
(Q1) - (QB) above. f'or (Qa) we must consider [o], the band generated
by u in /,*t, instead of the entire space ,4.**. Thus we obtain two order
complete quasi-algebras, both cohtaining Q as a sub-quasi-algebra.

2. THE MAIN NESLILTS

The aim of this section is to ddscribe the band generated. by a posi-
tive functional p in the special case when p is defined on an ordered quasi-
algebra Q: (d, *, d) with unit u >0.

I-,et &. i", F > 0 and put tL : &l .d.

2.1 Lnannm. II ,4 is oriler o-comTtlete anil the bildnaar mapping
(a, b\ -u &(a * b) is ord,er o-continuous in each argument then :

a e .dl rr(lal) :0 implies F(a -[D) : [(b * a) 0 for ersery b e ,il.

Consequently (see Proposition L.2 abonse), the Junctionals !""7o qnd

fi. E" both belong ,o [tr] for all a e d.
Proof. Clearly, the implication istrue forevery b e.{ with lbl ( Ya,

particularly for all simple elemen,ts of- .il. The case of an arbitrary b e ,{
follows now from Theorem 1.1 above, q".e.d.

2.2 lrnmvru. I! d is order o-complete anil the bilinear mapping
(a, b) -r\@*b) is order o-continuous in eaeh argument, tkan for each
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v elil* toith, inf (u, t, - v) : 0 tltere enists om e e d whiclt' satis.ftes tha

Jottowing three' cond,it'ions :

i) 0< e4ut
ii) rr(inf (e, u - e)) : 0'
iii) v : &o L" : F" R",
Proof. tr'rom the hypothesis it follows that :

0 : inf (u, p- v) u:inf {v(o) * (p - ,) (b); a +b: d,d,-b >-'o}
which implies the existence 

- of a sequence 0 < ao ( u such that
(p- o) an 4 2-" and v(a - do) ( 2", % ) 1. Put:

e : inf {sup (a*; k 2 n); n 2]_}

Because v fl,nd" p - v are ord"er o-continuous and. positive it follows that :

(1) 0 < (r, - \)e < (p - v) (suP (a6; lt >n))

and

(2) 0( v(u _ e):limv(ru-sup (ao;k>n))<lirnv(z -ao):0.

- l"t ae.il,0 < o *'ro, ,r, a - e)' Then v(a) : t* - "l (o) :0
and t'hus :

;r(inf (e, u - e)) < (r, - v) (inf (e, u - e) f v(inf (e,u -e)) : 0.

We pass now to the proof of (iii).'First, let us d.enote by i a positive
linear extension of v to .l such that 0 < i < F. See Proposition 1.3 above.
Then i is order o-continuous and because of (2) we have that
n((u- e)*u):0for aLLue.il-Infact; if lrl < 1u then:

li((u - e)*n)l < i((a -e)* lrl) < \v(u- e):0.
By Theorem 1.1 above it fotlows that each positive n e ,il is the l.u.b. of
ari increasing sequence of elements of the form considered above and thus
our assertion is a consequence of the fact that i is order o-continuous.

In a similar way we can prove that

i(n * (u - e)) :(t, - i) (e x n) : (F - i) (r * e) : O

for every n e .il and thus :

v(o) : i((tr - e) * n) * n@ * n) : i(ex n) : 6@ * n) : it(a * e) : g

for every n e ,il, q..e.d.

2.3 l-rmrul. If .d is oriler o-compilete anil the bilinear magtpi,ng
(a,b) -* F(d *b) is- order o-continuous, then for _eaah ve d*, wi'th lvl 4
4 y1t thaie.enists a,n q, e d suoh that lal { yu and'

v(n):rt@*n):i.@*a)
Joreaery ned.
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lroof; Clearly it suffices to consider only the case when 0 ( v ( p.
Then, by Theorern 1.1 above v is the l.u.b. of an increasing sequence bf
positive simple elements & e [fr]. By using Lrcmma 2,2 above we check the
existence of an increasing sequence of positive elements soe .4 suchthat0(sogu and

B,(o) : [(so * a) : /.(n * so)

for every a e .il. Pttt, z

a:suP {s,;n)l}.
Then O < a g u and for each positive n e .{ we have :

v(a) : (sup B") (n) : sup S"(r) : lim F(so * n) : lim fr(r * s,) :
: &(a * a) : ir(a * a), q.e.d.

In order to state our main result we need. a definition.If. Z is an order
o-complete Banach lattice, a closed sublattioe Y c. Z is said to be o-minimal
if Y is order o-complete and U" I O in Y implies g, J,0 in Z.

2.4 Tunonpu. Let Q : (d, *, i) be o quasi-algebra ui,th anit u>O
and, let F. i*, F >0. U tf ilenoteamoriler o-complete o-minimal eloseil
sublattice oI lul which contains ,il, then for each ved*, with lvl ( ypr
thnre enists an & e lf suh that lal 4 yu anil :

u(r) 1 F@ *.,,, u) : p.(n *7a)

for eeserE n e ,il. Here luf denotes the band, generateil by u in d**.
Proof. Our result follows immediately from lemma 2.3 above by

embedding Q into (ff, *t, ;**1 and observing that each v e .il* is order
o-continuous when considered as belonging to lf,* q..e.d.

Under the assumptions of the above theorem there is defined a rela-
tion of equivalency on af, as follows :

* L E if and only if &(ln - Ul): O.

The completion of the quotient space lf lfi, with respect to the following
norm:

ll cllA : 
rsupr 

F( I nl *t Y)
aed+

is a Banach lattice that will be denoted. by -t(F).
There is defined also a canonical mapping

given by ' 
u*'iz lf l$ + [P]

v*,16): fi.Ll* nek

and it is clear that this mapping can be extended by continuity to I(1i).
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We can restate Theorem 2.4 above in terms of' V*,i as follows :

2.5 Tnnonnu.
(i) Ihe image oI V x,i contai,ns all, funotionals v e lgl with, lu I ( yt't..

(ii) I/ .il* is wealtly 
'sequentiallg 

aomplete then v *,i entends to a lattice

isometry from L(it) onto lltf if, anil only if,

F( lh I *^ ,) : slrup, l1i(h *1 b) |

bed

JorecerEheffrae,il.
ProoJ. Clearly only (ii) need.s to be motivated.. Because &* is weakly

sequentialiy compiete then'the topology of ,il* is order o-continuous i.e.

n* +0 (in order) imPlies llr#ll * 0

see [a] or [6] for details. By combining this remark -with Theorem 1.1

abovb iuu obtiio that the liirear subspace generated by all quasi-units
of [p] is clense in [p]. Now if we assume that :

V*,;(lnl) : lV*,;(h)l

for every h e ff, then v *^ is anisometry that ma,ps quasi-units into quasi-

units (combine I-,emma 2'.i wilr' the fact that V*,; is one-to-one) andour
result follows.

2.6 Rpulnn. If the canonical mapping V *,; is one-to-one then :

fr(r *r y'1 : P"(E *7 n)

forall a,yeaf.
rn fact, let h e lf, wit]n lh I < ya. By Lemma 2.3 above Ia is the only

element of .lf, such that

p,(lr, *r, n) : l@ *t. n) : l@ *t.Y)

for all n e.d. Particularly this is the case when h is a simple element'
Cn" .^s" oi ," arbitrary"he lf, follows from Theorem 1.1 above and the

order continuity of p regarded as an element sf d!*** '

3. EXAITPLES

Let s be a compact Hausd.orff space and let lf, bet'he Banach lattice
of all Borel *"r*otadi" boundecL fundtions "f i-S * A. .4 pr deqote5 a posi-

tive Radon measure on B then L(/f , tr'):--tl(p) and l/lp: l/pl for evgry
f e #. Bv Theorem 2.5(ii) above it follows that the canomcal mappmg
'i-"i' 

""i";d.-6-; 
tattic6 isometry from -tr(s.) onto [p.] and this fact is

oJtffiog but the classical Lebesgue-Ratton-Nikod.ym theorem.
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. It.p.denotes'a positive H_aar measure ol a locally compact group G
then z{p,)-9an.be endowed with a structure of a Banacn abdnra li-*ficn
the multiplication is the product of convolution:

T4-is algebra.has a multiplicative unit if and only if G is discrete and gene-
rally this unit is not a Freudenthal unit.

3.1 PnoposrrroN. Letpbea positioe Radonrneasure. rhenthe Banaclu
lattice !'(d^not_ a structure of quasi-algebra with unit onry i/ dim trt(pr) < oo.

Proof. Clearly, we can assume that -[r(p) is alio separabie. I_,et
). be the functional on.J1(p)_associated to 1etr-(p). If (-Dr(p.), *, i,yisu
qrrasi-algebra nfth unit and lf, : Lt(v) then th6 canbnicai mapping
Vt,xi trt(p) -*tr-(p) is onto (see Theoiem 2.8 above) and thus Z;tf.r'j
must be separabl-e, which implies (see [2] Theorem g, Cor. 2) that dim
tr-(ir) 4 oo, q.e.d.

_ fl^q is a positive Radon measure on a compact Ilausdorff space rS
then (-tz(p), *, Zl(p)) constitutes a quasi-algebra with unit t € tz1p1,

where x d.enotes the point-wise multiplication. Put ),(/) : l/ ap for ail

tS L'(0 ?\!-tr : L,l*).Then J().) : lrfu) and the canonical mapping
V *,^ establishes an orcler isometry from Z2(p) onto (L2 (p))* ; this coinciaei.
with the usual characterizatio.n (due to F. Riesz) for the conjugate of a,
Ililbert space.

4. TIIE VECTOR CASE

In the sequel (d, *, i1*ittdenotea quasi-algebra withunit and -f,
will denote a Banach lpace. rn addition, d is assumed to have the appro-
ximation property in the sense of Grothendieck [B].

I-.,et ri,d4z{)0 andlet p= F.|.il.We staUprooe the following
Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym type theorem that gives lnformation on the
vector space -Mu("e/, X) of all nuOlear operators I : d -, X, T 4V.

4.1 Tnponnw. Nn({, X) : d* 6 X.
\era the cap rneans the completiom in the projectioa toTtology i.e., the

tinest locally conuen toptology on lpl@X which makes continuous ihe canoni-
cal mapping :

trrlX,Y+[p]@X.
Proof. Because & has the approximation property rl-e have

N(.{, X) :d* @ X and thus it remains to prove the following inclusion:,

N*(d,X1 c [p1 6X.
^ Let T 9 N*(,il,,X). We can extend 

" 
to O(B) as a nuclear operator,

B denoting the unit ball of .il*. use rfahn-Banadh'extension theorern and
Tlgopry_f in [3].-Then there exists an o* eX* such that I ( lr*"?1,rvhichfollowseasilybycombiningthefoltowingtworesults:

(u * E) t : \n(t - s) s(s) drr(s).
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(i) Let m: I -+ x be a o-aclditive measure defined on a Boolean
o-atgebi,a. Cnere is defined. an a* eX* such that m ( lo*onal. See [7J
for details.-ii1-r,"t a e gQ(S), X) be a compact operator ancl let g, be a positive
Radori ineasure on 3 sucfi tirat the miasure m, canonically associated to
7 ir *tr"tniely continuous with respec!, t-o p: TqPn A 4 p in the sense

of the definitidn in Introduction. See [6] for details'
Considered as a nuclear operatoi 6n C(S)r T can be represented' as

follows :

f:\Vn@nnt

rvhere onexrE llr,ll < - alq_{p,}, is an equi-continuous- sequence of'

scalar Radon *"rri,i'"*- on S. Ilbi6bver vo : ^tlo.t t ve.zt *-hel9 {p,, r}' is
an equi-continuous sequenc_e of Radon measules on N sucLthat iro.t (
< lr*.?l and ,,r,,, iiu all singular with respect't'o n* o?' We have:

T - l) Fo,r I nn'.:1,, lJ-6,2 @ fin.

The left side is equivalent to a measure on B which is absolutely- continuous'

i"itnl"*p".i it n*. T. Onthe contrary, the right side is a singular measure

rtith respect to n*. ? and thus :

I:\V,,t@fro.
Because T 4 $t it follows that n* " T 4 g', which in turn implies that
pr.r ( p for aII n ) 7, q'e.d.

4.2 Under tnu aslu=mpiions of . heoretn 2.5 (ii) we obtain analgeblaic
isomorphism:

1'*,; 6:, *: L(/) o x + Nt'('{, X)

Receiued December 27, 1973
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